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Program Overview

Introduction

Program  
Implementation

Unit Structure

This guide explores The Reader’s Journey, an innovative, novel-based 
language arts program designed for students in Grades 6–8. 

The Reader’s Journey uses high-interest, leveled Anchor Books to 
engage students at their reading levels, and the program supports 
systematic development of core language arts skills. 

The Reader’s Journey is a complete, yearlong literature program 
broken down into six units of instruction. The program is also available 
as flexible unit modules for every grade—in case you just need a unit 
or two of extra literature support. 

Each unit of instruction in The Reader’s Journey has a specific genre 
focus, such as fiction and nonfiction, or prose and poetry. The books 
students read as the curriculum unfolds are called Anchor Books. 

Core-skills instruction begins in the Student Work Text. Unit instruction 
is divided into three sections:

•	 Before Reading Your Anchor Book
•	 While Reading Your Anchor Book
•	 After Reading Your Anchor Book

Throughout the Student Work Text, students find directions prompting 
them to apply new skills to the Anchor Book they are reading.

The Reader’s Journey recommends six thematically linked leveled 
Anchor Books for each unit. Your Teacher’s Guide provides details 
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Before  
Reading Your 
Anchor Book

about each selection to help you match each reader to the appropriate 
text. 

For your students who may be reading more than two grades below 
level, find recommendations from the Prentice Hall Discoveries series. 
You will also find recommended titles for Spanish readers. 

You can also choose to incorporate your own books into instruction—
just make sure they align to the unit Big Question. The Reader’s 
Journey provides a list of common books along with information about 
which Big Questions they match up with. 

During the Before Reading Your Anchor Book section, students learn 
skills to help them successfully read the Anchor Book. 

After activating students’ prior knowledge about the genre focus, 
introduce the unit Big Question. This question prompts students to 
think about an essential concept or idea to support critical-thinking 
skills. Students have opportunities to discuss and reflect on this 
question throughout the unit. All of the unit novels support the Big 
Question.

Next, introduce the unit genre focus followed by the target reading 
skill. Students then have a chance to practice applying the skill to a 
reading passage—often an informational text.

The section ends with instruction and practice in a vocabulary building 
strategy.
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While Reading 
Your Anchor 
Book

Then it is time for students to begin reading their Anchor Books. You 
can assign independent reading by number of pages or by chapters. 
Pacing Standards are found in the Unit at a Glance section at the 
beginning of each unit. 

Targeted instruction continues during the While Reading Your Anchor 
Book section—even while students are reading different novels. This 
section includes literary-analysis skills to support students in learning 
more about the genre focus.

The Student Work Text provides opportunities for students to practice 
working with target skills and strategies using a common text.

Lesson activities typically follow the following structure:

•	 Instruction
•	 Guided practice
•	 Reading a selection
•	 Application of instruction 

Students are also prompted to make entries in their Reader’s Journal 
and to apply what they have learned to their Anchor Book. 

Students are encouraged to mark their text in the margins as they 
read selections in the Student Work Text. This active reading strategy 
helps students improve their reading proficiency and builds their 
confidence as they practice target skills and strategies.

This strategy can be transferred to Anchor Books by encouraging 
students to use sticky notes. 
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Free-Choice 
Book

Language 
Coach

Writer’s  
Workshop

At the teacher’s discretion, students may select a free-choice book 
in the middle of the unit. This gives students a chance to enrich and 
enhance their learning with a high-interest text. 

The While Reading Your Anchor Book section also includes 
opportunities to address language conventions. 

Language Coach lessons, which occur twice per unit, give you a chance 
to reinforce grammar skills. These lessons also provide opportunities 
for students to apply what they have learned to reading selections 
from earlier in the unit. 

Every Language Coach lesson is followed by a Writer’s Workshop. 
These workshops strengthen students’ writing skills with tips, 
annotated student essays, and writing exercises. 
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Literature  
Circles

After Reading 
Your Anchor 
Book

Assessment

Every unit of The Reader’s Journey instruction also includes Literature 
Circles. 

Literature Circles give students a chance to practice listening and 
speaking skills as they discuss their Anchor Book with others who are 
reading the same text. 

The Student Work Text provides structure and guidelines to support 
students as they complete discussion activities.

At the end of each unit, students complete an Anchor Book Project. 
Students are provided with multiple project options, so they can 
choose the one that most interests them.  

These projects provide hands-on activities and practice with various 
English Language Arts skills to reinforce understanding. For example, 
students may have an opportunity to practice speaking and listening 
skills as they participate in a debate. 

Assessment is embedded throughout The Reader’s Journey instruction, 
making it easy to monitor student progress and identify areas for 
improvement. 

The Teacher’s Resources book provides hard copies of each 
assessment. 

You may also choose to administer assessments online through 
Pearson SuccessNet. Online testing provides instant score reporting 
and automatic, personalized remediation. 
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At the beginning of the school year, administer the screening test 
to get baseline student performance data. Results will help guide 
instruction and determine appropriate Anchor Book selection.

Diagnostic tests—administered twice per unit—provide additional 
formative assessment data. 

Use Mid-Unit and End-of-Unit Benchmark tests, as well as the End-of-
Year Test, to gather summative assessment data.

You will also find opportunities to assess and monitor student progress 
during instruction. For example, Thinking About the Selection activities 
assess reading comprehension and mastery of target reading and 
literary-analysis skills. 

Each unit also includes opportunities for standardized test practice, 
including timed writing tasks, which help build college and career 
readiness. 
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Teacher  
Resources

Review

The Reader’s Journey provides a full array of teaching support to 
simplify planning and help you meet the needs of every student in 
your classroom.

The Teacher’s Overview provides research and professional 
development articles to help you implement the program successfully. 

Within your Teacher’s Guide, find detailed lesson plans and suggestions 
for differentiating instruction to support struggling students, ELL 
students, and advanced students. 

Your Teacher’s Resources book provides extension worksheets to 
support advanced learners and reinforcement worksheets to support 
struggling readers. 

Additional resources include transparencies for visual skills support 
and an Activity Kit that provides a collection of engaging classroom 
activities.

Remember to look to Pearson SuccessNet for online resources such 
as customizable lesson plans and extended support and tests for each 
Anchor Book. 

This guide discussed how The Reader’s Journey uses leveled Anchor 
Books and systematic skill development to provide engaging language 
arts instruction to students in Grades 6–8.

The guide explored the unit structure and took a look at the different 
activities to use before reading the Anchor Book, while reading the 
Anchor Book, and after reading the Anchor Book. It also explained how 
assessment is incorporated into the program.

Finally, the guide examined the different teacher resources that you 
will use to get the most out of The Reader’s Journey instruction. 


